Ski Trails

- **EASIEST**
  - Stable Flats - 2.5 Kilometers
  - Teaching Loop - 800 Meters
  - Soccer Field Connector - 1 Kilometer

- **INTERMEDIATE**
  - Brick Hill Trail - 2.5 Kilometers
  - Designator Loop - 4 Kilometers
  - Soccer Field Loop - 2.5 Kilometers

- **MOST DIFFICULT**
  - Designator Hill - Steep Climbs / Descents

Snowshoe Trails - 10 Kilometers

Nordic Center Etiquette

1) Snowshoes stay on designated snowshoe trails.
2) Dogs allowed on snowshoe trails only, ON A LEASH!
3) Pay trail fee for use of ski and snowshoe trails inside Nordic Center Clubhouse.

Trails maintained by Vail Recreation District
970.479.2279 www.Vailrec.com